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1-313-736 3774
PROGRAM DIRECTORY UPDATE
SPRING 1984
ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
All programs are $2 each on cassette, unless otherwise indicated! A minimum
order of five programs is requested. If you want the programs on diskette, please
add $.50 per program. If you desire a hard copy they are $1.50 apiece. Hard copies
of Third Party Programs are not available! Oders will be handled within ten days of
receipt and returned to you via first class U.S. mail. Please enclose payment in full
with your order.
USER WRITTEN PROGRAMS
86. Asteroid Gallery: Basic. You are the curator of a museum that is overun by anderoids
and it is your task to rid the museum of them before the exibition starts.
This is done by enclosing each anderoid inside a box, and they do get nasty if
you fail to enclose them in the "right" Order! For instance, some boxed previously
placed may vanish. Limited graphics. Rating: Fair+ 4)2
87. Bar Chart: X/Basic. This program permits you to generate a colored graph for any
subject that has changing values; such as grade point averages, stock market
prices, etc. Values may range from one to one thousand. Progress of the graph
may be halted by the space bar and later resumed. A printout is available.
A nice effort and very practical. Rating: Good $2
88. Bar Graph: Basic. This generates a bar graph for the purpose of test score
comparisons for students. The high, low, and average are shown. It Permits
twenty entries. Most helpful for teachers. Rating: Fair $2
89. Cash Flow: Basic. You can follow the progress of any type of cash flow with this
program; such as loan costs, interest rates, or mortages. It shows you the best
time to pay off a loan, as opposed to leaving the cash invested. Yield rates can
be viewed and compared. Helpful for anyone who must deal with changing monies.
Rating: Fair $2
90. Donkey Jump: X/Basic. This is a twist on the favorite Donkey Kong. You must
climb the ladders to the multi-story building on your way to the top, but beware
of the rolling barrels! Jump them or perish! It may be played with the console
keyboard or optional joysticks. Nice graphics and reasonable speed. Great fun!
Very entertaining and colorful. Rating: Very Good $2
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91. LaFond Checkbook Manager: Basic. Synthesizer and TE#2 required. A talking checkbook
management program with many helpful options. You may post balances, enter
check charges and service charges, sort by check number, and change data. A
very complete management system! Excellent speech! Rating: Excellent $10
92. Jewel Heist: Basic. You enter a building with 100 hidden jewels. You may only
remove ten gems at a time and the caretaker is determined to get them into a safe
before you heist them. You may Play against the computer or a friend. Limited
graphics. Who ever gets the most wins. Rating: Fair $2
93. Poem: X/Basic. Disk system is required. Generates some very odd poems and colorful
graphics, perhaps strange is more correct! Hitting any key changes the scenry
and the colors. It is interesting to watch, although it may give poetry a bad
name! Rating: Fair $2
94. Power: X/Basic. Synthesizer is required. A two player game and each person controls
his ship on the grid with a joystick. Try to get to the green "0" symbol first,
as it increases your force field. The winner is the person with the highest
score when you both occupy the same square! If you are high, just try to run
your opponent down to gain the victory. Rating: Good+ $2
95. Pyramid: X/Basic. You are in control of a ship that must avoid impacting green
pyramids, as hitting them costs you power! You must weave your craft around them
carefully. Run into the red pyramids to gain bonus points and extra ship power!
Move the joystick left to go to the upper left and right to go to the lower right.
Careful though, as your ship may vanish! ,Nice graphics. A test of your hand/
eye cordination indeed! Rating: Good+ $2
96. Sprite Defination: X/Basic. Disk system required. Allows you to create graphics
and store them to a disk file. You may pattern a four character sprite and see
it as it was created as well as magnified, enlarge with a single character,
edit a creation with the function keys. You may turn individual points on or
off as desired. Graphics may be stored and added to a program of your choice
at a later date! Rating: Very Good $2
U-Boat
#1: X/Basic. You control the firing of torpedos from your U-Boat. You
97.
may use either the console or a joystick and it offers two levels of difficulty.
Lead the target ship of your choice into the crosshairs, but remember to allow
for the time lapse from the time of firing until impact. You have to lead a moving
target! A variety of 'targets, aircraft carriers, destroyers, etc. They are
all moving at varying speeds. A challenge! Rating: Good+ 4;2
98. TI Trek: Basic. Synthesizer and TE#2 required. A modified version of the original
game that uses Text To Speech instead of the Speech Editor module. A very nice
space combat game with limited time. You control shield power, lasers, torpedos,
position, short/long range scanners, etc. The difficulty level also varies
in accordance with the number of aliens to battle. Nice graphics, colorful, and
moderately exciting. Rating: Very Good+ $2
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99. Three Blind Mice: Basic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) This is a cute version
of an old. favorite, although in this case the syntehsizer sing it. An excellent
program to take apart to see to make your synthesizer sing a tune with variable
pitch and slope. Rating: Good 4, 2
100. Bingo Call.: Basic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) Allows you to call out
random numbers for a bingo game with speech and print. You may hit the enter key
and have the previously called out numbers displayed on the screen in the bingo
pattern. Rating: Good $2
101. Ham Call Sign: Basic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) If you are a ham, then
you may find this program helpful. You key into the program your own call sign
and city and the computer speaks it on command. Rating: Fair $2
102. Changing Situations: X/Basic. This program calculates spendable money when you
change a job situation or your place of residence. You may also calculate
retirement situations. Your output is as good as your input, the key is accuracey.
Rating: Fair $2
103. Interest Calculation: Basic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) You can enter a
loan balance, amount of interest per year, and the monthy payment. You are told
the total interest being paid out, as well as the time required to pay the total
loan off. Rating: Fair $2
104. Peril: X/Basic. You are the captain of an ore frighter and are moving through
enemy territory. You are being threatened by robot destroyers, but they can't
detect you until you move. Unfortunately, you can't see them either! As soon as
visual contact is made the danger becomes immediate. They will pursue you right
into a star! Try to get the robots to run into each other or crash into a star.
Don't warp into a star! You can't leave a sector until all robots are destroyed,
then you automatically warp out. Console or joysticks. Rating: Good $2
105. The Dungeon: X/Basic. A fantasy adventure trough a two level one hundred and twenty
eight room maze. You start with 1000 gold pieces and must find your way out of
the dungeon with as much gold as is possible. A monster will approach you and
inquire where your gold is, how you respond to that question can determine your
future! You can encounter: roving monsters, thieves, empty chambers, trap doors,
secret doors, super keys, secret tombs, and enchanted maps. A mystery wizard
may swipe your map, so study it when you can! The map has a legend to read it by
and input commands navigate you through the maze. Very good fantasy adventure!
Rating: Very Good+ $15 on cassette-Third Party
106. Profit/Loss: Basic. Permits six inputs of numeric data of either a positive or
negative value. The results are graphed out to show the profit/loss pattern.
Rating: Fair $2
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107. Slot Machine #1: Basic. Enter your bet-from one to five coins-and watch as this
one armed..bandit pulls the lever. The higher the bet, the more you stand to win
or lose! Nice colorful graphics and cute sound routines. Rating: Good $2
108. Slot Machine #2: X/Basic. This clever program shows you the winning combinations
on the screen. Enter your bet level and take your chances! Nice random odds
factor, very close to the real thing. Earnings and debits are displayed on the
screen. Excellent graphics and action. Rating: Very Good $2
109. Sound Effects: Basic. Some very neat sound effects that can be incorporated into
your programs. Such goodies as: Big Ben, siren, bee in flight, sword fight, etc.
Very realistic! Rating: Very Good $2
110. Time Clock: X/Basic. This is a graphic clock that has a speech option. You
may use it to help your child learn to tell time or keep track of the real time
with it! Yes, it does keep time! The child inputs the proper hour and minute
in conjuction with the screen display of the time. A very uninue nrogra.M!
Rating: Very Good $2
111. Space Scout: X/Basic. You try to pick up all of the cargo modules in as brief a
time as possible. You must avoid asteroids and keep an eye on your fuel levels.
If you dock with the mother ship you can ain some bonus points. Fuel can be
critical in this game! Nice graphics and good play action. Rating: Very Good $2
112. Space Shoot: X/Basic. The object is simple, wipe out as many enemy ships as
possible. You can turn your guns, enter warp drive, and blast away with your
onboard lasers. A cosmic arcade gallery of sorts! Nice graphics and interesting
play action. It doesn't shoot back, but it is hard to hit just the same!
Rating: Good $2
113. Docking: X/Basic. Try to pilot your space craft to the planet Nala, but your
defenses are limited and the hazards are many! Your laser has only six shots,
so use them wisely. A real space navigational maze game! Nice graphics and a
true challenge. Rating: Good $2
114. Print Type Demo: X/Basic. Allows you to input a variety of print font types and
see the results in hard copy. Very useful when you are trying to decide what
style of print would look best. Edit line 105 to match your printer control codes!
Rating: Good $2
115. Cylon Raiders: X/BAsic. Shoot down as many of the enemy ships as is possible,
but don't destroy yourself in the process. You can overheat your ship, so watch
to keep your ship below 100 degrees! The enemy does fire at you and when your
shields drop zero the game ends. Movement is by joysticks. Decent graphics
and reasonable response. Rating: Good $2
116. Alien Scmrch: X/Basic. This is the first in a series of junior adventure games.
You are c.n an alien world and must find the treasures taken from the Earth. The
movement is by the keyboard and you must return to the original starting point
to learn your score! Danger lurks in hidden places, like the nasty force field
that is invisible! Great fun for the younger child and adults. Very nicely
written! Hating: Very Good+ $10
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117. Sunrise Sunset: X/Basic. A beautiful musical selection with options for: the
starting'music frequency, change of music frequency, and timing change. It has
to be heard to be apprecited! Rating: Excellent $2
116. Silent Night: X/Basic. A beautiful Christmas song with spectacular color graphics.
The words to all of the verses appear on the screen so that you can sing along.
A super effort! Must be seen and heard to be appreciated. Rating: Excellent $2
119. Checkers: X/Basic. A one player game that pits you against the computer. You
may choose one of several difficulty levels to play and the difficulty does get
more logical. Very nice graphics! It plays a good game and is suitable for
younger users! Rating: Excellent $10
120. Igo: X/Basic. You may play either a mortal or your friendly console. This is an
ancient game that was military originally. It involves occupation of the majority
of the possible sixty four board squares. Moves are any direction: horizontal,
vertical, or diagonal. Great strategy is required to be a winner! Super graphics
and nice logic. Rating: Very Good $10
121. Simon Outdone: X/Basic. This game may drive you bonkers, but it is fun. You may
use either the keyboard or joysticks for play. The game runs one hundred sets of
possible matches, thirty gets you name in the high score file! Three difficulty
levels. You may play one of three versions: standard, reverse, or hot cross buns.
Match the cracker color in the center to those on the left or right, or try to
match opposites, or match the diagonals! Confusing? Yes! Neat graphics and some
mind blowing fun. A match earns you a point, but a mistake gets you into trouble!
Rating: Excellent $10
122. Alpha-Writer: X/Basic. (RAM Card, RS/232, and Printer required) A mini-text
editor with an eighty column line length. Limited to 108 printed lines of text!
Options include: old text, new entries, printer, correct, append, save, etc.
You can edit with the cursor. It is a very nice text entry program and works quite
well. A great introduction to the world of word processing! Rating: Very Good $10
123. Mystery Word: lasic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) You can enter up to three
hundred words of your choice for spelling tests. The words can be entered by
their phonetic spellings as well as by their correct spellings! You may start
with any word in the possible list and work forward. The score is ept and displayed
on the screen. A disk system is required to operate this program, as the word
file is stored on diskette. A fantastic spelling program, perhaps the best we
have ever seen! Rating: Excellent $10
124. XYZ Plot: X/Basic. A plotting program that allows a printout of your graph. You
may vary the math routines to plot a desired configuration by editing line 10.
Ouput may be to the screen, thermal printer, or RS/232. You enter the range and
domain of the plotting points and it computes the proper equations. A very nice
program that is quite efficient. Rating: Very Good $2
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125. Flash Word: X/Basic. This program is educational and is primarily for children.
You select whether you want to see words, letters, or numbers. You may alsouse
the optional joystick to find the letters on numbers on the screen. Speech is
used to encourage or prompt the user. You may input the data of your choice.
A good way to improve concentration and symbol identification! Rating: Very Good
126. Farm: Basic. (Synthesizer and TE#2 required) Now here is something to make you
give your computer a second glance! The console sings the classic Old McDoald
Had A Farm to you! The words flash on the screen as the TE#2 changes pitch and
2
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you want to play with. You can also pick the number of ladders and a backwards
move option. Avoid the snakes and try to climb the ladders to get to the next
level. Some colorful graphics and interesting logic, the right move is essential
to move to a new ladder. Harder than it sounds. Rating: Good 4,2
Piano: X/Basic. A graphic cutie of a piano with flower vases and moving keys.
It plays variations on themes by Beethoven. Nice music and very pretty graphic
representations! Rating: Very Good $2
Read Fast: X/Basic. This program is intended to help your child improve their
reading rate and comprehension. They can select from two menus: numbers or words
an phrases. Four levels of difficulty! The higher the difficulty level, the less
screen display time! A good way to imprive concentration and memory! Your
mistakes are shown at the conclusion of each test period. Rating: Good $2
Stock Records: X/Basic. (Disk Controller, Disk Drive, ) This program keeps
track of your profit and loss investments for personal securities and stocks.
You can calcute your profit and loss, display the current records, update your
stock file records. Profit/loss can be stored in a disk file if desired! A
very comprensive and helpful program for those of you who wish to keep track of
your stock market activities. Rating: Good+ $2
The Entertainer: Basic. This program presents the title song to the movie
The Sting. No graphics on this one, but some gret sound! Rating: Very Good $2
Rhythm: Basic. Select from one to five groups, hit enter, and watch the colors
flash and the title screen appear. A few musical notes and you are tested on
your ability to correctly identify declinations in rhyythm. The faster your
team plays, the greater the number of examples you get and the more points that
can be scored. You can enter the notes you think mattch the audio examples and
see just how good you really are! It is difficult. Rating: Good $2
TI Demo: Basic. A very orip;ianl piece of musical construction that demonstrates
everything from the classics to pop to jazz! A sensational workout of the three
sound generators! Rating: Excellent 42
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134. Print-A-Bit: TMS9900 Assembler (X/Basic, Disk Controller, Disk Drive, Expansion
RAM, RS/232 Interface, and Epson compatable printer required) This powerful
printing program interfaces with the Data Force Draw-A-Bit program. It permits
you to print out the graphics designed via the DAB program in one of four
different sizes. The concentration, or density, or the printed dots can be
varied to suit your tastes. A very potent utility! Rating: Outstanding $18.50
135. Space Station #1: TMS9900 Assembler (X/Basic, Disk Controller, Disk Drive,
Expansion RAM required) An extremely fast arcade game for one player that
matches you against space foes who are bent on destroying your space station.
The action increases in speed every ten thousand points! You can move and shoot
at the same time, an impressive feature. Full bit map graphics, intense colors,
and incredible action! Rating: Outstanding $22.50
136. Kippy;s Nightmare: TMS9900 Assembler (X/Basic, Disk Controller, Disk Drive,
Expansion Memory required) This is one of the most highly animated games ever
written! Poof the monsters-six per screen-use the energizers, light up dots by
touching them, and just try to get through the fifty levels! The more time you
take, the more Kippy is slowed down! Points are earned for quickness and
right actions. Designed with youngsters in mind and it is arcade quality!
Full bit map graphics and incredible play action. Rating: Outstanding $22.50
137. Bang! Bang! Sub: TMS9900 Assembler (X/Basic, Disk Controller, Disk Drive,
Expansion Memory required) Here is a fast arcade game that lets you blast away
at the various enemy targets. Your sub can withstand five hits, no points are
earned for blasting clouds, waves, or the small formations of planes. The more
damage you sustain, the less depth your sub can achieve! The enemy ships and planes
shoot back agressively, so this game takes much thought and advance strategy!
Full rapid fire capability! Nice bit map graphics, tremendous play action, and
lots of difficulty! Rating: Outstanding $22.50
NOTE: All three of the
foremention games were rejected by TI for solid state modules!
Not because they weren't good enough, but because they were so good they made TI's
modules look slow!!! Space here doesn't permit adequate descriptions of them, so refer
to previous newsletters for detailed escriptions.
138. Data Force Arcade Game Pack: TMS9900 Assembler (same system requirements as above)
All three arcade games on a single disk with full documentation. A retail value
of $105. Your cost is $60 and it is a steal!
139. DAB and PAB Package: TMS9900 Assembler (requirements listed above) Both disks
with a retail of $75, but your price is $52.50
140. Green Sleeves: X/Basic. A beautiful version of an old favorite with sensational
colored 7raphics. An excellent example of what can be done when music is written
correcti, and combined with appropriate graphics! Rating: Excellent $2
141. Pascal D:saassembler: UCSD Pascal (Pascal system is required) This program enables
you to disassemble programs assembled with the Assembler/Linker utility. It
is only for experienced programers who know their Pascal! Rating: Good $10
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142. Electronic Card File: X/Basic (X/Basic, Disk Controller, Disk Drive, Expansion
Ram required, RS/232 and Printer optional) A very handy utility that permits
you to store and catalog names and important data. Each file stores the same
amount of data as a 3 X 5 index card. You may add new items, look them up by
name, alter a saved data file, delete a file, and print out either a report or
envelopes! Nicely written with easy to learn commands. Rating: Very Good+ $25
143. Raindbow Weaver: Basic. A cute little program that weaves some very pretty and
complicated designs on the screen. It is pretty to watch and is an excellent
example of how to mix colors with graphic characters. Rating: Good $2
144. White Water: Basic. Just try to manulipulate your raft down this roaring river
and avoid running into the banks, the rocks in the stream, and so forth. It is
quite fast for basic and does take a good deal of skill. Points are earned for
the greater the distance. Rating: Good $2
145. Reverso: Basic. If you want to challenge your memory, try this one! A series
of numbers are presented for you to view and then you must enter the series back
into the computer in the reverse order. Sound easy, well it isn't! Quite a
challenge. Rating: Good $2
146. Theon Raiders: TMS9900 Assembler (Editor/Assembler, Disk Controller, Disk Drive,
Expansion Memory or Mini-Memory and cassette) A fascinating game from Intersoft
that features true three dimensional graphics and motion!!! Split screen display
with view of space from the window of the space craft and the radar screen. It
has fast action, challenging foes who are smart, and incredible play action. See
the review in a previous newsletter for details. One of the absoulute best games
yet for sensations of motion. Rating: Outstanding $15 MM version $18.50 EA version
147. United States Capitals: X/Basic. Test your knowledge of the fifty states
to see if you can name all of the capitals. You may also test yourself by seeing
the capitals and naming the states, or seeing the states and naming the shortened
abbreviations. Score is displayed as you go. Excellent for educational purposes
for children'or adults. Rating: Very Good $2
148. United States Presidents: X/Basic. This program presents a learning situation
for the first twenty-five presidents, their dates of birth, and the years they
served in office. Study time is unlimited. The student is tested by three
seperate skill builder tests and the score is posted constantly on the screen.
A printed report is generated at the termination of the session. Features both
graphics and music-United States flag and "America". Rating: Excellent $10
149. Mystery Melody: Basic. (synthesizer and TE#2 required) A modified version of
the original program. Speech has been added. See a TI catalog for a description
of the program proper. Essentially, it presents a short length of a tune and you
try to identify it. Rating: Good $2
,
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150. Load Generator: X/Basic. (X/Basic, Dick Controller, Disk Drive, Memory Expansion
required) This inovative program is loaded onto any disk and stored under the
name of "LOAD". It will automatically write a load driver Program each time the
program is accessed, and without having to use merge! It updates constantly
and allows you to just sit back and punch the button of the program you desire
to run. A fantastic effort! Rating: Excellent $10
151. Haunted Mansion: Basic. A very clever graphic depiction of a haunted mansion
that is complete with a witch flying through the air, blinking lights, a rolling
pumpkin, and other oddities. Nice animation and excellent use of color. A fine
example to study. Rating: Very Good $2
152. Vienna Woods: Basic. An excellent translation of this famous waltz into comnuter
music. It is by Straus and is worth your while to listen to! It is very well
done and demonstrates the power of the TI sound chip. Rating: Excellent $2
153. Vocabulary Quiz: Basic. This Program tests your word rower with some difficult
words to define. It offers a nice random factor and is great for improving your
vocabulary or learning the meanings of new words. Rating: Good $2
154. Miner: Basic. Try to control your miner as he enters the mining shaft, recovers
gold nuggets, and avoids hazards. It is a lively game with some thought required.
Nice graphics and colorful scenery. Great fun for all ages. It may sound easy,
but it isn't! Rating: Very Good $2
155. Quantil: Basic. An interesting game involving ten switches, some of which are on
and some of which are off. Try to get them in the correct order before your
opponent does. It lets you know a right choice from a wrong decision, but it
also gives your opponent an advantage each time you guess wrong! Rating: Good $2
156. Cars: Basic. Now here is a game for the more dangerous drivers among you! You
try to navigate your car into creatures and avoid the borders and trees. The
car moves constantly and can only turn left! It is quite fast and getting a high
score is difficult. Marvelous fun! Rating: Very Good $2
157. Pony Time: Basic. (synthesizer required) This program offers a verbal account
of a horserace. Pick your lucky horse, place your wager, and they are off. You
can watch to see how your horse is doing while the computer babbles about the race.
Strictly a luck game with odds figured in. Rating: Fair $2
158. Sea Horse: Basic. A cute little graphic program that draws a seahorse on the
screen. Color options are available. A nice graphic learning took, as it does
do a nice job! Rating: Good $2
159. Pink Panther: Basic. The familiar tune to the Pink Panther cartoon with colorful
pink pathers appearing on the screen. Fun to watch, but more fun to just listen
to! A nice effort. Rating: Good $2
160. Snoopy: Basic. A graphic depiction of this famous cartoon character. You can
alter the color of this famous pooch and observe the results. A very nice lob
was done with Snoopy! You'll love him. Rating: Good $2
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161. Shmoo: Basic. Lob mudballs at the invisible Shmoo and try to score points. You
are Prompted as to whether your guess is high or low on the distance. It does
have speech and limited graphics. Great fun! Rating: Good $2
162. Master Mind: Basic. Try to arrange the colored blocks into the right sequence of
colors and into the proper physical positions. Your tries are limited and it is
quite a mental challenge. Good graphics and several can play. Rating: Good *2
163. White Hole: Basic. You must shoot invisible creatures with your laser, and that
isn't easy! The direction and angle of your shot is shown, as well as the trail
left behind. You must find the invisible creature by deducing its position
from the data left by each shot. Great fun! Rating: Good $2
164. Resistor: Basic. A colored representation of the various resistor color codes
from black through white. Helps you learn the color code bands and their numeric
equivelants. Rating: Good $2
165. Road Race: Basic. Try to navigate your car around the race course and avoid the
hair pin turns, obstacles, and other driving hazards. Several can play and it
is interesting. Nice graphics and sound routines. It takes timing and good hand/
eye cordination. Rating: Good $2
166. Musical Key: Basic. Learn music with this nifty program. You control the pitch,
duration, and note. Blend notes together to create a tune by use of the keyboard.
Nicely presented and easy to use. Rating: Very Good $2
167. Godfather: Basic. Some pretty music from the movie of the same name and some
excellent graphics. It is easy listening and enjoyable to study the colors
incorporated into these great graphics. Rating: Very Good $2
168. Motocross: Basic. Try to get your cycle through this course and remain intact.
Some nasty turns and other hazards to deal with. Difficulty levels make it
tougher as you go! Want a challenge? Here it is! Rating: Good $2
169. Echo Chamber: Basic. A twist on a Simon game with some exciting special effects.
The sounds are reverberated and the game itself is quite a challenge for your
memory and tone recognition abilities. Rating: Good $2
170. Piano: Basic. Two tunes from the Beetles done by a piano. The graphic keyboard
shows the notes as each one is played! Nice music and clever graphics. Nice
for learning the paino keyboard. Rating: Good $2
171. Computer Medi-Alert #1: X/Basic. A comprehensive program that deals with emergency
medical situations. It offers information on counterdoses for poisoning situations
or drug overdoses. A must for the home! Rating: Excellent $2
172. Computer Medi-Alert #2: X/Basic. This program deals with emergency procedures
for serious first-aid situations. Intended for educational purposes, but could
be used in actual conditions. Rating: Outstanding $2
173. Sweetheart: Basic. Let Me Call You Sweetheart done with graphics and nice
music. Fun to watch. Rating: good $2
174. Fishing: Basic. A cute graphic of a man fishing at the old fishin' hole. Nice
for learning graphic procedures. Rating: good $2
175. Space Combat: Basic. A neat demo of two ships attacking a third craft with lasers
smoking and super sound effects. Great to learn animation from! Rating: Very Good
$2

